ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS- £7.95
The ultimate hangover cure worthy of Edina and Patsy
themselves. Dealer’s choice of Vodka or Gin with
tomato juice, a pinch of sugar, spice and all things
nice. Ask for mild, medium or holy shit.
SEX AND THE CITY- £ 7.75
Release your inner Carrie, Samantha, Charlotte and Miranda
with the ultimate sophisticated mixture of Vodka, Cointreau,
Cranberry and Lime.
THE RUM DIARY- £7.95
Escape to the sandy Cuban beaches with this one. Rum, lime,
sugar and mint. That’s it.
PRETTY IN PINK- £8.25
Kick the 80’s blues away with this. Simply gin and Chambord
topped up with prosecco. Its pretty and its pink.
MAD MEN- £8.25
Creative directors of the 60’s dream. Patience is also a virtue
with this cocktail. Bourbon meticulously broken down with
ice, bitters and sugar.
with a lethal injection of bourbon, vermouth and bitters.
“007”- £8.25
Take a walk on the wild side with this classic cocktail. Gin
or Vodka and vermouth. Shaken not stirred with a twist
of lemon.

FRENCH KISS- £7.75
Refresh your taste buds with this fruity Parisian number. Vodka,
Chambord and pineapple. Romance in a glass.
THE ROSS GELLER– 8.25
Prove to Rachel and Joey you are totally fine by having a delicious
mix of tequila, cointreau and lime. L is for love. O is for “oh wow”.
V is for very surprising turn of events. E is for being extremely fine with everything. You know it.
PSYCHO- £7.95
Whether you’ve just embezzled £40,000 or murder people dressed
as your mother all we can say is everyone is unique. Just like this
cocktail. This mix of White wine mixed with rum and pineapple is
just to die for!
THE BIG LEBOWSKI- £7.75
The result of what happens when you find a stranger in the Alps.
Kahlua, vodka, milk and cream. Drinking this will totally
make you the dude, man.
MEAN GIRLS- £8.25
Its so fetch! The limit does not exist with this mix of raspberry gin,
peach schnapps and prosecco. There’s an 80% chance that you’ll
already love it.
MEET THE FOCKERS- £7.75
Earn you way into the circle of trust with this simple mix of gin,
lemon, sugar and soda. Remember: Jacks watching you focker!

